SOLUTION OVERVIEW

ENABLING DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION WITH ANDROID
Providing simple and secure access to any application
on any Android device with Workspace ONE

AT A GLANCE

The combination of VMware Workspace
ONE™ and Android provides a consumersimple experience to transform how work
gets done.
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Why a Digital Workspace?

• Unified access to all apps including
mobile Android apps with Google
Play integration

With the proliferation of mobile devices used for work purposes and the need to
have access to all information at all time, IT is constantly looking for ways to keep
users productive and happy while also keeping corporate data secure. A digital
workspace provides the framework to enable all of this.

• Consumer simple experience with
streamlined workflows for easy
access to apps
• Enterprise security and end user
privacy for work apps and data
LEARN MORE

VMware Workspace ONE™ leverages combined technology of app delivery,
access control, and unified endpoint management by VMware AirWatch® for a
one-stop shop to enable productivity and security. It gives end users one location
to access all their applications - web, native or virtual—to be able to pick up where
they left off from anywhere. To make it even simpler for the end user, admins can
enable single sign-on for fast and password-less access to their work critical apps.

TRY

30-day Free Trial air-watch.com/free-trial
CALL

+1 404.478.7500
VISIT

http://www.air-watch.com, or search
online for an authorized reseller.

Leverage Workspace ONE with Android at Work
Workspace ONE with Android built-in enterprise functionality provides a friendly
experience for workers. Through unified endpoint management, a work profile can
be deployed to devices to create a platform on the device that separates work and
personal apps and data. This creates a launcher for all installed apps which are
badged with a work icon to signify that the data is separate from personal apps.
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Single Location for All Apps: Workspace ONE is a self-service catalog for all
applications including managed Android native apps. AirWatch integrates with
Google Play both in the AirWatch admin console and on the device for a truly
seamless experience for both the admin and the end user. Google Play is directly
embedded in the admin console so the admin does not need to navigate away to
another location to approve work applications.
In addition, IT has the option to include a consumer simple Workspace ONE suite
of productivity apps for email, calendar, contacts, content, and enterprise social
that also protect critical work data with data loss prevention policies
in place.
Consumer Simple Access to Apps: Workspace ONE establishes trust between the
user, device and the enterprise for one-touch authentication into work apps for a
secure and seamless experience. End users can navigate to their centralized app
catalog and gain instant access to their work data. The SSO can also be applied
to the installed managed applications in the work profile on the device.
Workspace ONE can enforce authentication strength and restrict access to noncompliant devices.
Secure Management of Devices from One Console: From a unified console,
administrators can send policies to devices and monitor their device fleet. If a
device is rooted or non-compliant the admin can select automatic actions to help
remediate the issue and prevent loss of data. When a work profile is deployed,
administrators can set policies such as restricting the user from sharing data from
a managed app to a personal app. Work security challenge enables work
managed applications to have a passcode for authentication which enables
the admin to set the required complexity without requiring a complex full
device passcode.
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